Case size is measured as the diameter perpendicular to the watch lugs, not including the crown.

Print out these pages onto an 8-1/2 x 11” piece of paper, make sure you do not have ‘Fit to Page/Page Scaling’ selected.

Cut out the sizing guide around the watch size you are interested in.

Place the size guide around your wrist to get an idea of how your watch will look on your wrist.
Case size is measured as the diameter perpendicular to the watch lugs, not including the crown.

Print out these pages onto an 8-1/2 x 11” piece of paper, make sure you do not have ‘Fit to Page/Page Scaling’ selected. Cut out the bracelet guide along the guide lines to the end of the paper. Place the size guide around your wrist, leaving room to allow an index finger to fit through. Read the measurement in inches or millimeters where the zero overlaps with the number that’s comfortable - this is your watch bracelet size.